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6

Abstract7

An analysis of the immune status in 53 patients that underwent coronary artery bypass8

grafting under cardiopulmonary bypass was carried out in the preoperative period and on day9

1 and 7 after the surgical intervention. Significant changes in innate and adaptive immunity10

were revealed. In the first case, they were expressed as an inflammatory process developed11

throughout the postoperative period; it was confirmed with an increase in leukocytes, total12

and stab granulocytes, monocytes, oxidative stress of phagocytes, CD64+ and CD40+13

granulocytes, endogenous intoxication with the developed significant deficiency in CD4+14

monocytes, and regulatory NK cells; while immediately after the surgery, it was confirmed by15

IgG and IgM levels. Some changes in adaptive immunity manifested through its activation,16

confirmed by an increased CD4+, CD11b+, HLA-DR+, and CD4+CD25+ lymphocyte17

content, together with a deficiency noted in total lymphocytes and CD8+ lymphocytes.18

19

Index terms— CABS under CPB, immune system, immunovenin.20
Immune Status Creative Analysis in Patients after Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery (CABS) with the use of21

Cardiopulmonary Bypass (CPB) Machine I. Introduction he existing paradigm of the negative effect exerted on22
the immune system against the background of a heart and blood vessel pathology is beyond dispute [1]. Studies23
carried out in this matter have shown a significant effect exerted on the cardiovascular system status by immune24
cells. The main participants of the ”negative process” were found to be innate immunity cells (i. e. neutrophils,25
monocytes) and adaptive immunity [T-lymphocytes, etc.] [2,3].26

Significantly, neutrophils and monocytes represent a heterogeneous population of cells, consisting of several27
subpopulations, differentiated by their functional properties [4][5][6][7]9]. Moreover, being the main cells of innate28
immunity, neutrophils function in two aspects relative to the cardiovascular system.29

First, neutrophil in myocardial infarction promotes the transformation of M1 macrophage subpopulation30
(with pro-inflammatory properties) into M2 macrophage subpopulation (with anti-inflammatory and regenerative31
functions) [8], becoming an accomplice in the myocardial cell function recovery.32

Secondly, neutrophils have significant cytotoxic potential, thus providing methods to damage the blood33
activation, confirmed by an increased CD4+, CD11b+, HLA-DR+, and CD4+CD25+ lymphocyte content,34
together with a deficiency noted in total lymphocytes and CD8+ lymphocytes. These data are deemed to be35
fundamentally important since they were found before the patients were discharged and could persist in the future36
while being associated with an unknown outcome to be investigated in the long run. Immediately after a surgical37
intervention to a limited number of patients, the officinal IgG preparation (Immunovenin) was administered by six38
intravenous infusions to exert a corrective effect (mainly on the innate immunity) that was truly more significant39
than that in patients not having received the drug. By the time of discharge, patients have a reduced content of40
leukocytes, granulocytes, monocytes, CD40+ granulocytes, endogenous intoxication, together with the number of41
patients suffering from IgG deficiency reduced. It restored the initial level of sharply increased stab granulocyte42
content. The significance of the data obtained is being discussed. immunovenin.43
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1 II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

vessel endothelium [10] and cardiomyocytes [11]. A similar aggressive action attributed to neutrophils can be44
expected during heart surgery, especially in the case of CABS under CPB. Therefore monitoring of this process45
is required, as well as an in-depth selection of immunotropic drugs to level the pathological reaction.46

At the same time, monocytes also consist of several subpopulations with different functional properties affecting47
the vessels and heart in different ways [12,13]. These are ”classical” ones showing high pro-inflammatory,48
phagocytic, and antitumor activity, together with the production of oxygen radicals. ”Intermediate” ones are49
those, featuring high phagocytic and pro-inflammatory activity, producing oxygen radicals, participating in the50
angiogenesis and proliferation of T cells; and ”non-classical” antiinflammatory ones are those having virtually51
no phagocytosis and producing no oxygen radicals; they monitor the state of blood vessels, wound healing, and52
damaged tissues, tumorigenesis, and determine the stimulation and proliferation of T cells [14]. Otherwise, they53
have the opposite effect.54

Therefore, based on these considerations, the analysis of monocyte subpopulation in patients is of undeniable55
importance for studying the pathogenesisrelated to various diseases, including heart and blood vessel pathologies56
[13,[15][16][17][18][19][20]. The studies are not given in this paper. However, we paid great importance to them57
and are currently studying this problem intensively.58

Even though the violation of adaptive immunity during cardiac surgery (incl. CABS, etc.) is also reflected in59
the literature [21][22][23][24], its nature is nevertheless multidirectional, which is especially true for open-heart60
surgery under cardiopulmonary bypass. Moreover, in this aspect, many issues regarding the state of the immune61
system, the nature of its disorders, and the correlation between the indicators attributed to innate and adaptive62
immunity are not well studied.63

For the reasons mentioned, we focused on the study of congenital and adaptive immunity in cardiac operations64
under cardiopulmonary bypass, since in the patients having undergone surgery, the early postoperative period is65
accompanied by an aseptic systemic inflammatory response, which is 6 to 20% can initiate organ failure with a66
high mortality rate. The main goal of our research was to study the key cells of the mentioned immunity types67
with their expanded phenotypic and functional characteristics, some of which have not yet been studied. Also,68
attempts have been made to correct immune disorders using some immunotropic drugs.69

1 II. Materials and Methods70

Fifty-three patients, aged 48 -77 years, were enrolled in the study. The CPB time was 108 minutes (71-16871
minutes), the aortic clamping time was 51 minutes ??33-84 minutes).72

Leukocytes phenotyping was performed on a FACSCalibur flow laser cytofluorimeter (BD, USA). The73
antibodies for the leukocytes membrane antigens analysis were obtained from BD Biosciences, Becton, Dickinson,74
San Joe, CA, USA, Beckman Coulter in the following range: CD3, CD4, CD8, CD11b, CD14, CD16, CD21, CD25,75
CD45, CD64, ?D40, HLA-DR. CD56 and isotypic controls, FITC, and PE, were purchased from BD, USA.76

The cells were incubated with the antibodies in whole blood in the dark for 30 min at 40 C; then it was lysed77
with a BD FACS lysing solution and washed by centrifugation.78

The analysis of the immunoglobulin isotypes (IgG, IgA, IgM) was performed using the monospecific antiserum79
manufactured by BioSystems (Spain), by the turbidimetric method on a semiautomated biochemical analyzer80
Screen Master Plus (Hospitex Diagnostics S. A., Sesto Florentino, Italy) at the wavelength of 340 nm. Oxygen81
metabolism in phagocytic cells was analyzed (on a multiple Synergy 2 SLAD detector-analyzer, Winooski,82
Vermont, USA) with chemiluminescence, adding luminol or lucigenin used to detect generated reactive oxygen83
species (ROS) to enhance the chemiluminescence reaction. The reaction was conducted in wells in volume 150 ?L84
of luminol or lucigenin solution, 25 ?L of suspension of opsonized zymosan, ?nd 5 ?L of whole blood of patients.85
Four repeated blood samples were used. Oxygenation in the presence of luminol supports the determination of86
the intracellular generation of a reactive oxygen intermediate [25]. In the case with the presence of lucigenin only,87
the extracellular generation of superoxide oxygen anion was detected [26]. GraphPad Prism 7 software was used88
for the statistical analysis. The paired and unpaired t-tests were used in work. The data obtained are presented89
as mean value ± standard error of the mean. Pearson’s ?2 criterion was also used. The results were considered90
reliable at p <0.05 or less.91

This study is not a clinical trial. Therefore, all items do not require a response, since the studies were carried92
out within the framework of permitted surgical and immune methods. Sponsors did not participate in the93
design, execution, interpretation, or writing of the research or writing. All subjects gave their informed consent94
to inclusion before they participated in the study. All clinical, laboratory, and immune studies were95

The blood for leukocytes was collected in tubes with K 3 EDTA, and for immunoglobulins, in the specific96
tubes, which were then centrifuged to obtain the serum.97

Immunovenin was used in a group of patients (n=18), at a dose of 50 ml intravenously (2.5 g of protein),98
six infusions in a row. carried out under the ethical standards of the Helsinki Declaration. The study protocol99
contained ethical aspects and information on how the principles of the Helsinki Declaration are ensured.100

III. Results and their Discussion a) Quantitative assay of innate immunity cells in patients after CABS under101
CPB An extended analysis of cell markers (37 cell antigens) in patients after CABS under CPB was performed.102
The selected parameters reflect the main innate and adaptive immunity characteristics and reliably reveal one’s103
immune status. Differences in immune parameters were determined by comparing the immune values of markers 1104
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and 7 days after surgery with preoperative indicators. Note that almost all immune parameters in the preoperative105
period did not significantly differ from the physiological norms.106

was not of great significance, since otherwise, it would have significantly affected the immune status indicators.107
The absolute value of monocytes in the peripheral blood flow in patients after CABS under CPB (Fig. 1D) also108
significantly exceeded the value before surgery by the 1 st (p=0.0001) and 7 th days (p=0.0001).109

2 b) Quantitative assay of cell-surface antigens in patients after110

CABS under CPB111

The use of various markers (antibodies) is widely applied in the immune status monitoring in heart At the112
beginning of the study, it was established that in patients after CABS, the bloodstream innate immunity cell113
number was significantly increased. Figure 1 shows the dynamics of changes in leukocytes (A), neutrophils (B,114
C), and monocytes (D) in patients before surgery, on days 1 and 7 after it. As it turned out, the number of115
leukocytes increased sharply on the 1st day after the surgery (p=0.0001) and remained high until the seventh116
day compared to the preoperative value (p=0.0001).117

The analysis of neutrophils -granulocytes and stabs in patients after CABS under CPB showed a significant118
increase in cells in the peripheral blood on days 1 and 7 (Fig. 1B, C), the absolute level of monocytes during the119
analysis periods also significantly exceeded its preoperative values (p=0.0001). Therefore, the problem of any120
concomitant diseases significant changes in the functional properties of neutrophils and monocytes in patients121
after CABS. In Fig. 2, the results reflecting these changes are represented. As it turned out, on the 1st day122
after the surgery, the number of neutrophils with the membrane high-affinity Fc ? receptor (CD64) expression123
increased significantly. It is significant that the conditions after the surgery were sterile, which most likely reflects124
the stress activation of the cell (Fig. 2A). On day seven, this marker returned to the preoperative level (p>0.05).125

The functional activity of phagocytes also changed (”phagocytes” means the bulk of neutrophils with a small126
component of Mn, as it is observed in the blood because in this way the 02-metabolism of blood cells is evaluated in127
total) -the intracellular oxygen metabolism was significantly enhanced during phagocytosis of opsonized zymosan128
24 hours (p=0.003) after the surgery (Fig. 2B). It also remained increased on day seven after the surgery129
(p=0.005). It should be noted that before the surgery, in this category of patients, there was increased production130
of oxygen radicals (the upper norm is 16.4 EU/10000 cells, and the value was 18.0 EU/10000 cells in the patients).131
Unexpected results were found when analyzing the expression on neutrophils of the low affinity Fc ? -RIII receptor132
(CD16+ killer K-cells of neutrophils) in patients after CABS under CPB, whose role is to form the «IgG+antigen»133
complex with its subsequent absorption by phagocytes, as well as the destruction of damaged IgG-bearing cells134
since it is also associated with the cytotoxic properties of a cell. We established the CD16 marker expression135
defect on neutrophils (Fig. 3). When studying the CD16 expression on neutrophils in patients on days 1 and136
7 after the surgery, we established its significant change. So, in Figure 3 it can be seen that one day after137
the surgery, the histogram profile reflecting the affinity of Fc-gamma RIII-receptors significantly changes on the138
phagocytes compared to the preoperative level and remains ”inferior” on the 7 th day, which in some cases can139
contribute to the bacterial infection spreading. The significance of the discovered phenomenon for anti-infective140
organism protection has not yet been determined, but most likely, it is still negative. It should be noted that141
this phenomenon is not described in the literature. For the first time, a small increase in neutrophils with CD40142
receptor expression was found in patients after CABS after the surgery. However, they significantly increased on143
day 7 in the postoperative period (p=0.009). This observation demonstrates the activity of neutrophils and their144
readiness to participate in the adaptive type immune reaction, and, probably, increased production of ?-TNF145
with cells [5,6].146

surgery [21]. First of all, the most important is the monitoring of neutrophils and the monocytic population147
of phagocytes, since, during heart surgery, their activity is often negative In our studies, we further showed It148
should be noted that in some cases, the expression of CD35 marker (CR1 complement immunoadhesin receptor)149
in patients after CABS under CPB also changed. However, this phenomenon was not observed in all patients, ? ?150
nine from 53 (19,68%), compared to the expression of CD16 marker, which was constantly changing in all 53 the151
operated patients (Fig. 4). Monocytes are the second most important and functional active innate immunity cells,152
although their number in circulation is much less than that of neutrophils (from 7 to 10%). Their significance153
in cardiovascular pathology is confirmed by numerous studies. Monocytes, like neutrophils, participate both in154
”positive” reactions and in ”negative” ones in case of a cardiopathy. In this work, it is clearly shown that in155
patients after CABS under CPB, there is a change in the number of monocytes with the expression of membrane156
antigens. Figure 5A shows a significant increase in the number of monocytes with CD16 membrane marker157
(low-affinity Fc? -RIII) expression one day after the surgery with normalization by day seven and a significant158
decrease in HLA-DR+ monocytes, returned to a normal value on day 7 (Fig. 5C). increased immediately after159
the surgery, but also normalized on day 7 (Fig. 5D). Most likely, these dynamics are due to surgical intervention160
and a developed inflammatory response. In any case, a decrease in the number of HLA-DR+ monocytes and an161
increase in CD56+ monocytes reflects particularly the inflammation development [29,34,35].162

For the first time, we conducted a study of the CD4 monocytes content in patients after CABS under CPB. It163
showed a significant decrease in cells on the first day and seven days after the surgery (Fig. 5B). Unfortunately,164
little work has been devoted to the study of CD4 monocytes, and their role in immune regulation has not been165
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4 D) ANALYSIS OF IMMUNITY ACTIVATION INDICES IN PATIENTS
WITH CABS UNDER CPB

studied. However, interesting studies on the role of CD4 monocytes are provided in [29]. Thus, it was shown that166
activation of the CD4 marker on cells through interaction with the major class II histocompatibility complex167
(MHC-II) triggers the production of cytokines and the differentiation of monocytes into functionally mature168
macrophages. Therefore, we can assume that the decrease in CD4 monocytes content that we observed in patients169
after CABS under CPB is a negative factor. On the other hand, CD56+ monocytes sharply Therefore, HLA-DR170
and CD4 membrane molecules can be apparently and fairly attributed to stress markers of monocytes. To a171
certain extent, this is confirmed by developed similar cellular changes in aseptic conditions of the postoperative172
period. A study of natural killer effectors (CD56+CD16+ NK-effectors) belonging to the cells of innate immunity,173
demonstrated their increase in patients on day one after the surgery (Fig. 6). So, before the surgery, the relative174
content of CD56+CD16+ NKeffectors was 13.0 ± 1.2%, and after 24 hours after the surgery, the relative content175
was 17.0 ± 1.3% (p=0.038). This fact can be considered as positive, since natural killers of this type participate176
in many protective reactions of the body, including controlling cytodifferentiation, contributing to wound healing,177
and killing tumor cells. On the 7th day after the surgery, the relative number of these cells sharply decreased178
compared to the preoperative level (p=0.0001), which already indicates the negative functional state of natural179
killer effectors, which might persist after discharging the patient, indicating negative changes in the cell killer180
system. This phenomenon can be explained by the possible release into the peripheral blood of the socalled181
B-regulatory lymphocytes, which by producing IL-10, contribute to significant suppression of the inflammatory182
process [23,30], which in this case can be observed during the surgical intervention.183

An increase in the relative content of CD11b lymphocytes with the expression of cell adhesion and migration184
receptors (LFA-1 integrins), phagocytosis of bacteria and particles opsonized by the complement component C3bi185
[31], (Fig. 8B) on day one ? 7 (p=0.0001) after the surgery was established. At the same time, an increase in % of186
lymphocytes with HLA-DR+ antigen expressed (Fig. 8 Underwent severe suppression, which most likely reflects187
their response to surgical trauma. By the time when patients were discharged (mostly, on day 7), the pattern188
was, however, different. A deep decrease in the content of total lymphocytes (7A) and cytotoxic/ suppressor T-189
lymphocytes (7D) was noted up to the day of discharge and, possibly, continued further; this is an undoubtedly190
negative factor regarding the alleged subsequent development of clinical immunodeficiency. At the same time,191
an increase (p=0.03) of Thelper/regulatory lymphocytes by day seven may be a compensatory reaction of the192
immune system in response to CD8 T-lymphocytes suppression. In any case, this justifies a required examination193
of the patients that underwent surgery even after they are discharged with any possible complications stated.194

Thus, the situation is traced in which specific lymphoid populations respond differently to stressful conditions195
caused by the surgery, that must be taken into account in cardiac surgery practice regarding CABS under CPB.196

The purely opposite (compared to T-cells) change in the population of B-cells during heart surgery is197
noteworthy: on the first day, there was its significant increase (p=0.0001; Fig. 8A) with recovery occurred198
on day 7. 1 -before surgery, 2 -1 day after the surgery, 3-7 days after the surgery.199

A dynamic analysis of the activation indices CD25+/HLA-DR+ showed a significant decrease in the parameter200
(p=0.012) on the first day after the surgery (Fig. 9B), followed by recovery on the 7th day after the surgery.201
The stated index is very significant because it reflects the development of the depletion of the functional reserve202
of the immune response [40]. We can consider that its normalization on the 7th day after the surgery should be203
regarded as a positive phenomenon. At the same time, changes in the immunoregulatory index CD4+/CD8+,204
which reflect a severe inflammatory process with its values well below 1.0, did not reveal any significant changes205
on the 1st and 7th day after the surgery compared to the preoperative period (Fig. 9C), which most likely206
indicates severe and more local inflammation after CABS under CPB. Nevertheless, all the detected changes207
once again confirm the significant role of adaptive immunity in CABS operations under CPB.208

3 e) Analysis of humoral immunity factors (immunoglobulins)209

in patients after CABS under CPB210

Since immunoglobulins IgG, IgM and IgA determine the protection of the human body from various pathogens211
(bacteria, viruses, and other foreign substances), their determination in the serum of patients after CABS under212
CPB is a medical necessity. Fig. 10 shows the quantitative content of IgG, IgM, and IgA (g\L) in the serum of213
patients before the surgery and on days 1 and 7 after it.214

4 d) Analysis of immunity activation indices in patients with215

CABS under CPB216

The section includes a study of activation indices reflecting the state of immunity in patients after CABS under217
CPB. The data provided in Fig. 9A indicates that the average value for the group of patients with the LII index218
(leukocyte intoxication index) most effectively reflects the state of endogenous intoxication of the body, which219
was high, which is determined by a special calculation formula using the patients’ peripheral blood cells [32]. Its220
value increased in all time points in the postoperative period (p=0.0001 and p=0.02).221

the function of HLA-DR antigens means participation in the presentation of antigens to T-cells during the222
p=0.027) was noted. In this regard, it is important that 1 -before surgery, 2 -1 day after the surgery, 3-7 days223
after the surgery, 1a -2a -3a -patients receiving Immunovenin.224
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As it turned out, a significant decrease of an average level of immunoglobulins in patients on the 1st and225
normalization on day seven after the surgery concerned only IgG and IgM classes, whereas the change in IgA226
level was not reliable (Fig. 10B). The most significant drop in concentration (p=0.002) was observed in IgM227
immunoglobulin, the most important key immunoglobulin, since it is firstly produced by the body in response to228
the introduction of a pathogen and has a significantly higher valency and avidity compared to IgG. Positive is229
the fact that IgM and IgG levels are completely restored (only by average values of protein levels for a group of230
patients!) by the time when patients are to be discharged.231

5 f) The use of the officinal IgG preparation (Immunovenin) in232

patients with CABS under CPB233

It turned out that the administration of Immunovenin was characterized by a significant effect exerted mainly234
on indicators of innate immunity state in patients. So, once Immunovenin was administered, the content of235
leukocytes, granulocytes, and monocytes by patients not receiving the drug (Fig. 1A, B, D).236

It is of importance that the application of Immunovenin resulted in the number of stab neutrophils reaching237
the preoperative level on day 7 (Fig. 1C, values in 1a and 3a charts, p=0.07), while in the group without receiving238
Immunovenin their content remained significantly increased (with the differences remaining highly significant,239
p=0.0001). No similar result was found when determining the content of granulocytes and monocytes.240

The number of stab neutrophils reduced back to normal is a positive prognostic sign since an increase, and241
prolonged circulation of this cell type in the bloodstream is considered an unfavorable sign. It is associated242
with impaired cardiac activity [27]. Of similar importance are decreased markers of the inflammatory process243
in patient’s body (total leukocytes, granulocytes, and monocytes, respectively P=0.008; =0.006; =0.02; Fig.244
1A, B, D), which indicates a significant decrease in the intensity of the inflammatory process in patients than245
underwent CABS under CPB and were treated with an immune preparation. This observation can be considered246
fundamental for the corrective immunotropic therapy given to cardiosurgical patients, including the therapy247
applied for their rehabilitation.248

In patients receiving Immunovenin, on the 7th day after the surgery, the number of cells with CD40 membrane249
expression significantly decreased (p=0.013) compared to the untreated patients (Fig. 2C, group 4). Such a250
reaction of cells also can reflect the positive effect of immunoglobulin on the course of the inflammatory process251
after the surgery.252

We calculated the relative number of patients with increased LII (>1. It is very important to note that253
the studies performed (see above) resulted in serious negative changes revealed in the state of the immune254
system in patients having undergone CABS under CPB; the changes predominantly persisted at the time of255
their discharge. These include severe leukocytosis, granulocytosis, and monocytosis, a sharp increase in stab256
neutrophils, oxidative stress of phagocytes, and endogenous intoxication. Negative changes also affected the257
adaptive immunity and manifested as a natural killer deficiency, lymphocytes, cytotoxic/ suppressor T-cells,258
and other disorders. Therefore, for immunocorrection, studies were performed with a small number of patients259
involved (n = 18) and concerned the officinal powerful IgG immunotropic drug, i. e. Immunovenin, that,260
according to our previously obtained data on gabriglobin (Immunovenin analog), levels many of the above immune261
parameters in patients (42,43).262

(Immunovenin) and did not receive the same (Fig. 11). It turned out that after the administration of the263
drug to patients, their number decreased much more than those who did not receive the drug, and the difference264
turned out to be highly reliable (?2 =30.57, p<0.002).265

Therefore, the administration of Immunovenin after CABS under CPB is accompanied by a significant decrease266
in the endogenous intoxication of the body, which is of great importance for maintaining the health of the267
operated patients. Designations: op -operation, Immune -Immunovenin, not introd -not administered, immediate268
-immediately after the surgery, pat -patients Finally, a significant increase was revealed in the IgM norm in the269
group of patients receiving Immunovenin (Fig. 10.3a, p=0.006), which may be a compensatory immunotropic-270
related reaction after a pronounced protein deficiency developed immediately after the surgery.271

However, immuno-replacement therapy with Immunovenin in the case of IgG deficiency in patients after CABS272
under CPB did not have a significant effect on eliminating its deficiency, since it returned to normal by the 7th273
day in the group under conventional treatment when calculating the average protein content. Moreover, when274
calculating the number of patients with IgG deficiency on the 7 th day of the postoperative period ac?ording to the275
?2 criterion, there was no significant difference in the groups treated with and without Immunovenin (?2=1.19,276
p> 0.05). However, the positive effect of Immunovenin in patients after CABS under CPB in the number of277
patients with IgG deficiency nevertheless was observed, since, on the 1st day of the postoperative period, the278
deficiency was detected in 60% of patients. After the application of Immunovenin, their number decreased to279
6.67%. I.e., it decreased nine times, while in the group without Immunovenin, the number of patients with IgG280
deficiency in the same period remained the same: 22.2%. Therefore, we can conclude that with such changes in281
the blood immunoglobulins of patients as a result of surgery, Immunovenin should be administered during CABS282
under CPB. Moreover, it should be administered probably even before the surgery, which will help stabilize their283
concentration in the bloodstream during the surgery. However, of course, this possibility requires experimental284
confirmation and more extensive clinical material.285
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6 IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

To judge how Immunovenin affects the adaptive immunity state in patients after CABS under CPB, the286
obtained data were insufficient, and therefore further studies are required in the long run.287

6 IV. General Discussion288

A significant role in the heart pathology is firmly established to be attributed to the innate immunity cells,289
i.e., neutrophils and monocytes [1,3,34,35]. During heart surgery, the activation of this cell link is registered,290
which is well shown with laboratory tests. Thus, within this study, we found that neutrophils and monocytes are291
subject to the greatest quantitative and qualitative changes when performing surgical interventions on the heart.292
If, on day seven, after the surgical intervention, the features of adaptive immunity cells return to normal, the293
functions of neutrophils and monocytes at this time are still far from the preoperative values. This observation294
is extremely important as similar changes in the immune status can later turn out to be pathologically altered in295
some of the discharged patients and be accompanied by several serious complications. Regarding this possibility,296
the discharged patients are to be monitored for several months, initially, by filling out a special questionnaire to297
identify various complications in patients having undergone the surgery. In the future, it will become clear what298
needs to be done to prevent them.299

During the study, for the first time we were able at a heart surgery to establish quantitative and functional300
changes in key cells of the innate immunity with expression in the neutrophils of CD64, CD16, and CD40301
membrane markers, and in monocytes, i.e., CD4, CD16, CD56, and HLA-DR. The mentioned cell markers are302
actively involved at various stages of the body’s immune defense and reflect its features before the surgery303
and on day one and day seven after it. So, though it was previously considered that the high-affinity Fc ?304
-I receptor (CD64) or the neutrophils, carrying it, increased mainly during the infectious process or sepsis,305
it turned out that such processes occurred with neutrophils in patients having undergone CABS under CPB.306
Since the inflammatory process caused by surgery usually occurs under aseptic conditions, we can assume that307
CD64 neutrophil membrane marker should be classified less as a ”septic” marker, more as a stress-induced308
antigen. This observation is undoubtedly fundamental and will contribute to the development of new directions309
in immunotropic therapy regarding clinical immunology in patients having undergone heart surgery. Nevertheless,310
against the background of an infectious process, especially a severe one, the CD64+ marker is certainly still a311
”septic” marker of pathology, which we clearly showed [36,37].312

Similar considerations should be applied to neutrophil CD16 receptors, HLA-DR, and monocyte CD16313
receptors, the changes in expression of which depend significantly on a result of the surgery.314

For the first time, we also found an increase in the content of CD40+ neutrophils. It was observed on the first315
day after the surgery and then increased significantly on day 7. This phenomenon can be interpreted as a positive316
one since neutrophils are known to actively participate in the immune response [6,7] and thrombolysis [38]. This317
phenomenon can also cause a negative effect because binding to the CD40 ligand can cause negative processes318
within the body [39]. Since the CD40 receptor is the 5th member of the TNFRSF5 receptor superfamily, it319
is possible that excess TNF levels can be increased [40]. In patients having undergone CABS, Immunovenin320
administered on day 1 of the postoperative period had the dramatic importance for the correction of the innate321
immunity. In this case, there was a significant decrease in the number of neutrophils (the stab neutrophil322
population reached normal values as compared to patients not receiving the drug). A significant decrease in323
monocytes was also observed on day seven after the intervention. The results obtained indicate that the drug has324
anti-inflammatory properties. In domestic and foreign literature, no such approach is found. It must be noted325
that since several patients had pre-operative neutrophil activity due to the oxygen radicals production and CD40326
expression, it may be advisable to administer Immunovenine to patients in the post-operational period. Here,327
we must add that 15% of the patients having undergone a surgical intervention had an IgG blood deficiency, and328
33% of them had an IgM deficiency. Interesting and, in a certain sense, positive data were obtained regarding the329
calculated dynamics in the number of patients suffering from IgG deficiency who received Immunovenin injection330
as compared to the group not having to receive the drug; the deficiency was not detected when determining331
the average content of immunoglobulins in the corresponding groups of patients. Following this processing of332
results, the decrease in the number of patients suffering from IgG deficiency was much lower in the drug infusion333
group than that in the group of patients not having received Immunovenin. Once administered to patients,334
Immunovenin significantly increased IgM in them on day 7 of the postoperative period. This is a positive fact,335
and it most likely reflects the compensatory reaction of the humoral immune link, since IgM provides early336
protection of the body from bacterial agents. In patients having undergone surgery and not having received the337
drug, no significant increase in IgM was detected.338

Adaptive immunity cells are also subject to change during heart surgery. So, studies [21,24] show that the339
functional ability of the T-cell link changes significantly during cardiac surgery, while the response to PPD340
(Tuberculin PPD -Purified Protein Derivative) is thus reduced. In [41], a decrease in the relative content of CD3+341
lymphocytes by 9.0% and an increase in the level of CD8+ by 1.2 times were recorded, with an absolute and342
relative number of B-cells increased by 1.9 and 2.3 times, respectively. Another observation [24], also associated343
with the CABS surgery, indicated a decrease in the number of T-lymphocytes (T-helpers). In contrast, the344
number of suppressors/cytotoxic T-cells and B-cells in the studied blood samples was free of any changes. When345
comparing the cited data and the immune findings that we obtained, the work performed at our Center revealed346
a significant increase in natural killer cells on day 1 of the postoperative period and a decrease in the number347
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of total CD3, CD4 (helpers/inducers), and CD8 (cytotoxic/suppressors) lymphocytes, together with an increase348
in the number of CD21+ B-lymphocytes. This sharp decrease in total lymphocytes and cytotoxic/suppressor349
T-cells after discharge may be complicated by the developed immunodeficiency. At the same time, the increase350
in Thelper lymphocytes (detected on day 7) probably occurred due to the compensatory reaction of the immune351
system due to a deep deficiency of this type of cells on day 1 of the postoperative period, with a simultaneous352
deficit noted throughout the postoperative period of CD8+ T lymphocytes.353

7 V. Conclusion354

In heart surgery (CABS under CPB), most of the innate and adaptive immunity indicators change significantly.355
The use of Immunovenin positively affects the innate immunity state. Thus, there is a potential opportunity to356
apply immunoglobulin preparations to relieve the acute phase in the postoperative period by activating innate357
immune cells for cardiac surgery and also for other surgical interventions. Further, it is planned to conduct358
fundamental research on this phenomenon using modern surgical technologies. At the same time, on day 1359
of the postoperative period, not only the number of B-lymphocytes and lymphocytes with the expression of360
LFA-1 (CD11b+) and HLA-DR+ lymphocyte integrin molecules increased, but also the content of HLA-DR+361
lymphocytes and T-regulatory cells (CD4+CD25+) increased on day 7 of the postoperative period. Immediately362
after the surgery, such changes in adaptive immunity cells could reflect the release of the so-called regulatory363
B-lymphocytes into circulation and their release of anti-inflammatory IL-10, possibly reducing the intensity of the364
developing inflammation. The accumulation of lymphocytes with enhanced migration activity is also possible.365
Moreover, the preservation of an increased number of HLA-DR+ and CD4+CD25+ lymphocytes on day seven366
could speak of an increased presentation of antigens by lymphocytes and, at the same time, a decrease in the367
hyperactivation of the immune system that occurs shortly after the surgery. Naturally, these speculations should368
be proved in further studies, since they are of fundamental importance in cardiac surgery (CABS under CPB).
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